**PRIORITIES**

**What we do...**

### Regulatory Reform and Accountability
- Well-designed federal Anti-Corruption Agency is established and functioning effectively
- Strengthened [foreign bribery](#) laws and enforcement including adequate procedures to prevent foreign bribery
- Anti-money laundering laws strengthened to include non-financial entities (real estate agents, lawyers, accountants) to stop the flow of dirty money
- Political integrity strengthened through disclosure, oversight and accountability of political lobbying, undue influence, and ‘revolving doors’
- Transparent and accountable contracting including robust due diligence and public beneficial ownership disclosure

### Business Integrity and Accountability
- The private sector adopts a [zero tolerance](#) to bribery and demonstrates transparency, accountability and [responsible business conduct](#)
- Financial institutions and non-financial entities, including real estate agents, lawyers and accountants, adopt best anti-money laundering policies and practice
- The private sector and investors support robust due diligence and disclosure of beneficial ownership
- The private sector and investors recognise and address the [nexus between corruption, human rights violations and environmental degradation](#)
- TIA corporate members deploy their commercial leverage to demonstrate and champion integrity, transparency and accountability

### Accountable Infrastructure - Global Program
- [Infrastructure Corruption Risk Assessment Tool](#) (ICRAT) is used to combat corruption in the infrastructure sector
- Increased citizen and civil society organisation participation in infrastructure governance processes in Australia and the Indo-Pacific
- Government institutional capacity and willingness is strengthened to conduct adequate checks and balances on infrastructure projects in Australia and the Indo-Pacific
- Strengthened capacity and the willingness of the infrastructure industry to adopt and champion business integrity
- TIA leverages the Accountable Infrastructure program to attract new members, secure additional funding and be effective and influential

### Accountable Mining - Global Program
- Raise awareness of corruption risks in mining approvals for key stakeholders
- Create change to address corruption in mining approvals through legislative reform, transparent and inclusive decision making and change in industry practices
- Maintain TIA Centre of Excellence in Mining and continue to be recognised for expertise in mining approvals corruption risks and solutions
- Mining sector governance is transparent, accountable and participatory, and the social and environmental interests of current and future generations are protected
- TIA leverages the Accountable Mining program to attract new members, secure additional funding and be effective and influential

### OUR FOUNDATIONS – PEOPLE | FUNDING | IMPACT

**How we do it...**

#### Strong Team and Organisation
- Maintain an inclusive and respectful TIA culture
- Recruit and retain highly skilled people committed to the organisation’s purpose
- Accreditation with TI and relevant donors is maintained
- Strengthen internal and external communication and networking to be effective and influential

#### Diverse funding base
- Membership: retain existing members and attract new members
- New sources of funding: identify potential new projects and partnerships and actively pursue funding opportunities
- Accountability: ensure timely and accurate donor reporting and fiduciary responsibilities are met
- Financial culture: maintain financial discipline and oversight, and instil a culture of financial return, cost recovery, monetisation, and impact

#### Achieving impact
- Credible evidence-based advocacy and communication
- Leverage TI’s reputation, global presence, tools, resources, and research
- Multi-stakeholder engagement that is context, sector and issue specific
- Build strong relationships with journalists
- Leverage global multi-stakeholder initiatives and institutions TIA has access to
- Collaborate with networks, partners and allies to maximise impact
- Collaborate with others to add value to agreed areas of focus

### MEASURE OF SUCCESS
- TIA is recognised by government, industry, civil society, and the media for our expertise, independence, and credibility
- Private sector increasingly uses [TI tools](#) and champions the work of TIA
- TIA continues to participate in select committees, and to brief government, make submissions, and present at national and global conferences and events
- Favourable feedback from our members, partners and allies on our activities including events, media presence and stakeholder engagement
- TIA secures additional funding and new members